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Introduction to the Children Morning Post
Greetings everyone! Or perhaps I should write Gong xi gong xi ni!
Either way the big celebration of the Lunar New Year passed in February, and,
yes, it was celebrated by all our children, either with extended families or in the
Morning Tears home.
The Year of the Horse was welcomed while saying goodbye to the Year of the
Snake. This celebration stretched over 15 days with various traditions both in
the house and around the dinner table. In this edition, we are looking forward to
sharing with you how our children celebrated.
Did you know that giving someone two mandarins for Chinese New Year brings
luck because if the two mandarins are stacked on top one another it makes the
number 8, which is a very lucky number in China? We hope that the Year of the
Horse will be a lucky year for our children.
Not all our children are acing the tests at school. Some are struggling and work
really hard to do their best. One of our children – Jia Meng – did just that and
passed his Middle School Exam.
Enjoy the stories from our children directly to you and drop us a line to let us
know what you think.
Signe Kuhl
Global Community Sponsor Coordinator
Signe.kuhl@morningtears.org
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An amazing number of 44 children had the
opportunity to return to their extended families
to celebrate Chinese New Year – maybe not the
whole time, but at least for parts of the
celebration. If you’ve read this newsletter for a
few years, you would know that this number has
changed for the better.
We want our children to spend this special time
with family members and are so pleased to see
that most children are able to do so.
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Chinese New Year

The five children who stayed in the home had a
special time as well and, as you will soon learn,
some of the children who visited relatives did
miss their friends at the home.
We spoke to one of the caregivers about what they
did in the home to
celebrate the arrival of the Year of the Horse:
“We cleaned up the center.
We prepared food together for
New Year’s Eve. We put new clothes on and set off
fireworks outdoors to
celebrate the arrival of a new year.
We ate snacks while chatting, and we also watched
the special New Year
festival gala on TV in the evening.
We did the countdown and had a New Year’s Eve
dinner.”
To celebrate the Lantern festival on the Spring
Festival’s final day, four of our caregivers took the
children for a Chinese hotpot downtown. They
also went to see the 3D movie “The Monkey King”.
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Going home to extended family was a wonderful opportunity for most of our
children. They were happy to see family members and enjoyed all the attention and
special treats that come with Chinese New Year celebrations. Some of our children
have shared their stories with us:
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Chinese New Year

Jia Li, 9 years old
(father in prison, mother disappeared, visited two aunts):
“I did my winter homework, watched TV, played mobile phone games and
cracked fireworks. I went to the mall and shopping centers (Lianhua
Supermarket) and I had an ice cream, roasted sausages and drinks. I got
New Year’s “red envelope” (the money children receive for New Year), new
clothes and good stuff to eat. I feel warm at home. I also helped my aunts
to do the cleaning, brush the couch, sweep and mop the floor, clean underwear and socks, and we folded blankets together. My best memory is
shopping with my older sister, having an ice cream, a roasted sausage and
a drink. During New Year. I can gather up with my family. I can see the
people I want to see, have a nice time, and eat good food. But during this
period, I miss my father”.

Li Ming, 10 years old
(both parents in prison, raised by grandfather and second aunt.
Older aunt does not have a lot of contact with the family):
“For the first time, we spent New Year at my older aunt’s home in
Beijing. I got new clothes she bought for me. We went to Zhongshan
Park, the Summer Palace and the Yuanmingyuan Imperial Garden.
My uncle also bought me a book. I received New Year’s red envelope,
went to the supermarket and bought a pencil box, a diary with a
lock and food. I am happy at home and I think my family is also
happy now. I see New Year as an occasion to meet up with my
family all together in peace. But I also miss my dad”.
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Da Xia 10 years old
(both parents in prison, visiting his grandfather):
“We cracked firecrackers, made a snowman, had snowball fights,
ate sunflower seeds, sweets and other similar things. It is nice
spending New Year at home and seeing my family. I felt happy to
see them. But friends at home are not as many as at the Morning
Tears home.
I didn’t find friends to play with. For this, I think that home is not
as fun as the Morning Tears home.
The significant things for me were, first to receive my New Year’s
red envelope from my elders, second to play in the snow.
The most important thing during New Year is the New Year’s red
envelope because we can buy firecrackers, toys and things we like”.

Ming Ming,
(father passed away, mother in prison, visiting her grandfather):
“I played with my younger brother, went to visit my relatives and wished
them a Happy New Year. I cleaned up the courtyard and removed the snow
together with my grandfather. It was nice to spend New Year at home. I
hadn’t seen my grandparents for a long time. I was very happy to see them.
For me, the significant things I did were removing the snow with my
grandfather and receiving my New Year’s red envelope from my elders. The
most important thing during New Year is the New Year’s red envelope
because we can buy things we like”.
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For most Chinese, the zodiac is an important facet of the Chinese culture.
The zodiac has been used for hundreds of years and each animal is used in
different stories and folklores. Each animal has different personality traits
that are associated with people born in that year. We have spoken to a few
of our children to hear what year they are born in and what that means to
them.
Lao Wu, 9 years old, Year of the Sheep
“The sheep likes dreaming and singing. When I am older, I want to buy
a big house for my older sister, my father, me and my two aunts. I want
to buy a TV, a computer, a washing machine, air-conditioning and a
freezer. The sheep is polite and has guts; sometimes they can be slow in
action; when they meet people in difficulties, they are willing to help. I
think that I am a courageous young child. I like dressing up and I like
nice clothes.
Good qualities: “Pleasant, tricky, clever,
cute and beautiful”

Tien Feng, 12 years old, Year of the Snake
“The snake is rather clever, it likes to hide and scare people, can be
narrow-minded. I like sharing good food. I like new and pretty clothes.
Good qualities: “Sharp intuition, clever, has compassion, conceal things, sometimes
greedy sometimes generous. Willing to share good food”.

Guang, 10 years old, Year of the Monkey
“The monkey is clever, generally obedient and well behaved. I fall easily
asleep at school but hang out easily with people. I like playing with my
friends and I am willing to share my games and food with people.
The monkey gets angry easily and can have small tempers.”
Good qualities: “Likes to climb up trees, clever, likes peaches and bananas.
Falls asleep easily”.
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Moving into Middle School
We are proud of all of our children. They are fighting battles that no child should
have to. They have ups and downs. What we love the most is to see when our
children succeed, when they overcome the obstacles in life and we love to share
this.
Congratulations to Morning Tears child Jia Chang for passing his “Zhong Kao”
(Middle School Graduation Exam) – the first Morning Tears child to ever do so.
We are proud! The “Zhong Kao” is also the entrance examination to senior high
school.

Recent and upcoming events at the Coming Home Project
In February co-founder KouWei provided an internal training on helping 		
traumatized children. This was an intensive 7 day course and is intended to 		
provide more detailed knowledge to our staff on how to help our
traumatized children.
Up-keep and maintanance was on the program in March. A new front gate 		
was installed, this is now stronger and safer.
March also brought new sports equipment. As you know our children love 		
playing basket ball so it was great to receive new balls along with other sport
supplies donated by teachers from Zhengzhou University.
All children love LEGO also ours and due to a LEGO donation, our
Shanghai volunteers were excited to bring lots of building blocks to the 		
Coming Home Project.
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For many years a Morning Tears child, now an adult, she has kept a diary of her
memories of growing up as a Morning Tears child. This includes her thoughts,
struggles, insecurities, happy moments, friendships, and poems, all of which she has
allowed us to share with you in parts.
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Continuation of Zhang Xiang Yu’s Diary
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